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Data Flow Purpose

Our goal is to allow you to exchange data with your partners
(almost) as you would before, and to grant you an added ability
to use crypography to excercise fine control over what is
revealed in that data. We accomplish this in a way that is

• more secure,
• more powerful,
• and more flexible

than comparable existing technologies.

Our approach is to assist you in encrypting your data in a
special way before you exchange it, and then granting access
to special “Answer” keys that allow you to compute the
answers to certain questions but not decrypt.



Data Flow Summary



Data Flow Points of Emphasis

Our API is in fact a key hosting and generation service, and we
provide client-side software for interacting with it efficiently. We
accomplish what follows WITHOUT...

• seeing or holding your data, encrypted or not, at any
time.

• requiring you to change your process for transmitting
data.

• permitting either side to see more than agreed.
Our approach is symmetric, with both parties running the
same algorithm on the same encrypted dataset.

The results on each side differ only in the part of the dataset
they are able to decrypt and interpret in the real world.



Premise and Sample Data

Without some cleverness, deciding what to share can require
too much sharing.

We will presume that you and your partner each hold a list of
standard personal information and you seek to find out who is
on both your lists, but to reveal nothing more to each other.



Fixing the Schema of the Data

While you can make sure the other party does not see specific
data, you will still need to ensure that both sides are sharing the
same types of data and comparing apples to apples.



Blind Schema of Encrypted Data

After you have encrypted, you and your partner will work with
certain columns of data that can be sensibly compared but you
will not know just what that data is.



Encryption Step

From a data transmission standpoint, your only interaction with
us will be to download encryption keys and later the Answer
Key you will use to solve your problem without decrypting.



Swapping Ciphertext

When you swap datasets with your partner, you will already
have encrypted the data using a one-time pad cipher obtained
from Capnion’s API. Before Capnion grants further access to
the Answer Key, the data of both parties will be (with
mathematical certainty!) totally impenetrable.



Answer Key: Flow and Big Idea

Does “as5ga4dsg” decrypt the same as “p44hdfj3jdk”? Y/N?

The Answer Key allows “Yes” or “No” answers to these
questions but not decryption or other computations.



Work on the Combined, Encrypted Dataset

Each party now possesses the same pooled dataset of
encrypted data. They have the ability to answer the agreed
“Yes” or “No” questions on the whole dataset but they can only
decrypt their own data and NOT their partner’s.



Building Datascience on the Answer Key

The right “Yes” or “No” questions allow deduping or even
computations of how similar two strings are. This diagram
visualizes the level of similarity (or not) between all the
surnames in the pooled dataset - note the duplicates!



Cheat Slide: Examination of Results

If we go back to the original plaintext data (which we might do
for validation but never in production), we see we have found
pairs of rows where the same surname occurs in both
datasets. This required only ciphertext and no decryption.



Aftermath and the Destruction of Data

A danger of sharing data is that there is no guarantee what will
happen to it after it leaves your control - we offer a way to
destroy data after it has been exchanged.

Absent willful, arcane, and effort expensive wrongdoing,
removing each partiy’s access to keys after the process is
complete leaves the data in a permanently undecryptable
state, essentially destroying the data.

The one-time pad was proven unbreakable decades ago and
is the only technique that will ever be so, even in the advent
of practical quantum computing, etc.



Differentiators vs. Hashing Approaches

Hashing techniques have been used for similar problems, but
they are a number of significant drawbacks.

Hashing is typically not secure without the use of salting, and
governance of salting adds a layer of complexity.

Inadequate salting or governance thereof has in many cases
produced insecure protocols that fell quickly to attackers.

Less-than-perfect data quality renders hash-based
approaches unreliable or useless, as the tiniest change in
spelling or abbreviation (extremely common in address data, for
example) produces entirely distinct hashes. Hash based
approaches by their nature exclude any possibility of fuzzy
matching or similarity comparison.



Questions and Deep Dive

Do you have any questions?

The code used to generate the visualizations and results
is on hand and ready to discuss or even run.


